
POETRY ANALYSIS OF HILAIRE BELLOC S MATILDA

(For more poetry analyses, see Great poetry explained: an index to my blogs) Hilaire Belloc () was French by birth but
spent most of his life in voice to drop to a lower register if the poem is being read aloud.

And, for the minority of you who were at least intelligent enough recognize that this isn't appropriate for
children - be comforted with the knowledge that it was never actually meant for children. Having to deal with
the harm done to the family portraits by the fire brigade hoses, the Aunt decides to punish Matilda by not
inviting her to a popular play. There is no real need to make an analysis of the meaning of the poem, though
the message is very subtle and the verse contains clever use of words, the simplicity of which add to the
impact of the message. Popularized in this edition, the poem was illustrated by his friend Edward Gorey in
almost a Monty Python sketch style. It's not like this is happening in the middle of freaking London, after all -
no, far more important to teach that little liar a lesson one she'll remember for the rest of her life than worry
about the fire spreading in the middle of a city. Bellac has used the epithet "noble' subjecting the Fire Brigade
to ridicule and highlighting Matilda's ability to lie. She was horrified when reading through it with her 6 yr old
daughter last night! And therefore when the Aunt returned, Matilda, and the House, were Burned. Matilda
being a born liar never even attempted at being truthful. Matilda's anxiety to tell lies and derive pleasure
appears to be some kind of mental mobility. Her lies were so frightening that one looked at her with widened
eyes, believing her dreadful episodes. There is more mock-heroic in: You should have heard Matilda Shout!
This particular poem is an example of the messages written by Belloc for a audience of children, and one can
imagine the nanny reading this to the children with a very animated voice, so as to entertain and to educate the
children in the particular vice of telling lies and the consequences of being untruthful. There's irony tragic and
pathetic. Curiosity, tension and a strain of laughter evoke throughout the poem. Having had five children, they
would certainly have influenced the writer and encouraged him in his humorous attempt to provide guidelines
for children with vices. Known for works which were popularized in the late Nineteen Century and early
Twentieth Century,. And summoned the immediate aid of London's Noble Fire Brigade. There's the most
dreadful episode the house actually getting succumbed to fire and nobody coming to help Matilda, Belloc has
expressed in dramatic manner the plight of Matilda when the actual fire broke out. The whole poem revolves
round the character of Matilda. It's unnecessary and inappropriate! Nor that the blinding heat radiating from
your house, or the skin melting off your face. This blog has been creatively designed to help my students who
have opted English language and literature as their main subject Thursday, June 19, The poem Matilda The
poem Matilda, by Hilaire Belloc is a typical story written in simple verse format which tells of Matilda, who
was prone to telling lies. Even the sad situations are presented evoking humour with an elegant background.
He was an extremely prolific writer in a number of fields as well as being a poet, and he even found time to
serve as a Liberal Member of Parliament from to  Christ, have some common sense. One wonders if Belloc
chose to use that particular play title only because it scanned and rhymed properly. If this is what our society
considers to be a good example as to how to teach our children not to tell lies, then perhaps we need to focus
more on our parenting skills? Her aunt was aware of her vice and certainly had more respect for people who
told the truth. She achieved self satisfaction by lying and seeing her lies proving successful. If a child actually
eats that up, you should get them checked for mental disability. Gonna have to try harder than that!


